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Abstract: Author suggests his interpretation of the central concept of Wittgenstein’s philosophy “language-game”. He tries to avoid the evident paradox in settling of communication problem. He rejects to attribute ontological status to the language-games. The language-games are regarded as different aspects of the same language but not as the different languages.

Ludwig Wittgenstein is one of the first analytical philosophers who suggested the strategy of solving the communication problem. The communication as an exchange of meanings is supposed to have linguistic and extralinguistic aspects. The explanation of possibilities and conditions of the communication is connected with Wittgenstein’s concept “language-game”. To my mind the positive decision of the problem depends upon the definite scheme of interpretation of the language-games. The widespread version of the interpretation of this concept has some difficulties, which become more coherent in the social investigations. In this paper I intend to change the focus of interpretation of the language-games in order to avoid the evident paradox in settling of communication problem.

The main peculiarity of the language-games, according to their critics, is their autonomy, self-sufficiency, and independence from each other. The language-game has its own horizon, which can be seen inside. The meaningfulness of using language expressions is established by the language-game’s horizon. The diversity of human activity generates the diversity of the language-games. The language-game functions according to its own strict rules. Such facts as knowing and possessing of game’s rules determine the possibility of the communication. The rules are grasped in the course of one’s training. The participants of the language-game don’t reflect its moves. They accept the game’s rules because they have been taught to act in such way. In the course of the game its participants don’t ask themselves the question why they act in such way.

Thus according to such interpretation the language-games are considered to be the autonomous systems of the communication, isolated from each other. As a result the situation of translation between different language-games becomes insoluble and/or problematical. The general theory of understanding is unnecessary, so that a separate case of understanding is established by individual language-game. It should be mentioned that such interpretation of the language-game loses its main peculiarity: each language-game – like the language as a whole – is an open system. We must remember
Wittgenstein doesn’t say anywhere that language-games are the interpermeable entities. He never asserted that if we were taking part in one game then we would not be able to understand another person taking part in an absolutely different game. In contrast Wittgenstein underlines the diversity of practices in which each of us is engaged.

If we come from the limits of the present interpretation then the necessary condition for the effective mutual understanding depends upon the communicators’ belonging to the same language-game. The verbal communication can be interpreted in the rules of the real language-game to a large extent so that each language expression interpreted by the game’s rules becomes meaningful for the native speakers of this language-game. I speak about the premises concerning the actual or the potential “states of affairs” which are interwoven in linguistic practice on the conceptual level. The conceptual presuppositions of language activity determine its semantic potential and hence the interpretative opportunities of the individuals taking part in definite language-game. So the effective mutual understanding can be realized only in the situation when the communicators have a shared conceptual background, that is they share common presuppositions concerning the states of affairs. It is supposed that in case the native speakers share different conceptual premises the opportunity of any communication among them is questioned. Hence the communicators need to be participants of the same language-game to reach the mutual understanding.

However for Wittgenstein a linguistic behaviour is one’s ability to actualize the language in the different language-games. Moreover we operate with words and “in the course of time turn them sometimes into one picture, sometimes into another” [1, 131].

I think the supposed interpretation of Wittgenstein’s concept will not give us a satisfactory explanation how we master the new language. Wittgenstein’s researchers reduce a speech activity to operating of the definite set of reactions to the signs. They assume as a basis of each linguistic practice a certain set of correspondences between the words and one’s reactions to them. However it is asserted that a new reaction (or new speech behaviour) into the habitual word is impossible, because the breach of rules of the language-game means its ending. Such way of understanding the linguistic behaviour is determined by rule following implicitly contained in our language. The rules of any type of the language fix the appointed native speakers’ behaviour. Hence the learning of the new rules by speakers is located out of their linguistic competence. Such model of understanding of the game’s rules could not advance the process of predicting the future linguistic behaviour. But according to Wittgenstein the language-games are not stable: the new types of language arise, other become obsolete, they may be forgotten and change their character [2, 90].

My principle hypothesis is the following: the impossibility to explain the communication phenomenon consists in attributing ontological status to the language-games. The conceptual sovereignty of the language-games is the result of their ontological understanding. An ontological feature of the language-game determines the impossibility of the dialogue between various languages practices. If we regard the language-game not as different aspects of the same language but as the different languages then any attempt to translate from one language to another leads to the loss of its specific content that can be expressed by our own language. I try to present another interpretative version of Wittgenstein’s concept of the language-game. I think it is more correct and it allows coming up to the explanation of the possibility effective communication more fruitfully.

If we use the language-game metaphor to designate the numerous aspects (or models) of the speech activity (not as given ontological structures determining the referential opportunities of the native speakers of the language) then we may find the productivity of Wittgenstein’s philosophical investigations helping to solve the problem of understanding. It is not of great interest to pronounce the language as mosaic of the...
cise outlined linguistic practices when we try to grasp the ways of existence of the native language. It means the lack of communication problem. The function of the language-game consists in elucidating the word-usage in problematic situations. We can compare the speech activity with a stream of continuous situations in the context of which the speaker needs to make the choice of the definite semantic version of the language. And the speaker has orientated already towards definite model of the language-game. We may qualify such versions as semantic quantity, which help to explain the possibility of the speech varying when we use the native language with diverse intentions and by diverse ways. By means of such interpretation of the language game it is possible to explain the situations of meaningful usage of the same language in various contexts. The natural language doesn’t differentiate into the language-games. The language-games are the explanatory hypotheses simulating our real language behaviour. They haven’t their own ontological status. The language-game’s rules don’t exhaust the properties and the possibilities of the actual word-usage. For Wittgenstein “no course of action could be determined by a rule, because every course of action can be made to accord with the rule” [1, 81].

It means the hypothetical character of each rule. The rules of the language-game can be interpreted as one’s suppositions about reference intentions of other native speakers of the language. These suppositions are propounded in order to find the definite semantic regularities of the speakers’ behaviour and then to predict their future linguistic acts. These suppositions may or not come up one’s expectations. In last case a person makes other suppositions, which are radically different from the former. The natural language’s rules differ from the rules of the artificial language because the last has the strict established rules. The rules of the “depth” grammar would not be able codified in principle [2, 119]. Our speech activity does not disintegrate into the multitude (secluded) fragments of the language. The contrary we like the native speakers have the power to realize the language in different ways and with different intentions. This power is our skill to orientate the language behaviour towards one or another model of the language-game. We can use such mode of understanding the language-games to clarify the manipulative function of the language. The specific oriented activity is one’s language manipulating. The manipulating by the language is realized in one’s skills to use the diverse combinations of the sentences. We should demonstrate our power to adapt the language to the new situations and the contexts, to put the schemes on the content of our experience. Such linguistic creation is the basic condition for any communication. If the individuals conduct themselves orientating into the diverse models of the speech activity then the main condition of the effective mutual understanding would be their ability to reach the common code of the communication. Thus the semantic competence of the native speakers of the language is not limited by the language-game. The contrary they’re operating by the language and it allows them to overcome the limits their actual linguistic experience and to find “common language” even in the case when the communicators belong to different forms of life.

Consequently if we regard the Wittgenstein’s concept “language-game” as ontological matter then we narrow and even make impossible to solve the problem of communication. The communication is explained if we consider the language-games as mental (theoretical) constructions, or as a special way of experimenting with language mentally.

According to Wittgenstein the rules are not complete and need to be supported by practice constantly. Rules’ indefiniteness and their possibility of new usage in practice make the rules viability. The rule is a product of training. But people can use it differently. The method of training based on the principle “do like I” is variable and it is supposed by the private application. It’s precisely that the practice determines what the “rule-following” is right or wrong. But the recognition of the private application of the rule is realized by common agreement. The using of any rule is dependent on situation
and how the communicators understand this situation. The variation of invariable or the usage of the rule makes the language-game an open system. The human behaviour is an intelligent usage of the rules. But one’s “intelligence” consists in his skill to repeat or to use a rule in any new situations, not in his reflection. We must remember that the ways of using the signs are not determined by the “concept”. On the contrary, our concepts are the generalizations of the diverse usage of the same signs. Wittgenstein has understood the language-game as the practice, the institute, the form of life. The research of the language-game is an investigation of the primitive linguistic forms. It may be said about the hierarchy of the games’ system. Wittgenstein’s presupposition consisted in clarifying the genealogy of the language-games, and so to disclose their practical significance. The game’s rules existence beforehand a person is going to take part in the language-game. When the language-game was created the process of the game and its rules are formed simultaneously. Wittgenstein uses the metaphor of the stream and its channel.
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Résumé: L’auteur propose son propre interprétation de la notion centrale de la philosophie de Wittgenstein «jeux linguistiques». Il tend à éviter l’évident paradoxe qui apparaît avec l’exploitation du problème de la communication. Il rejette le statut onthologique qui est attribué aux jeux. Ceux-ci sont examinés non comme de différentes langues mais comme de différents aspects de cette langue.